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ITEM 3 COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT POLICY 
  
This report recommends the adoption of the Compliance and Enforcement Policy that will commence 1 
July 2018 following development of required work flows, supporting guidelines and community Fact 
Sheets. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 The draft Compliance and Enforcement Policy (the Policy) be adopted and commence 1 July 2018. 

2 The supporting work flows, guidelines and public awareness raising materials and information be 
developed and implemented for commencement of the Policy on 1 July 2018. 

3 The Private Principal Certifying Authority (PCA) Complaint Policy (adopted 23 November 2013) be 
revoked and its provisions be incorporated into the Compliance and Enforcement Policy. 

 

REPORT AUTHORISATIONS 

Report of: Danny Madigan, Manager Regulation and Enforcement  
Authorised by: Andrew Carfield, Director Planning and Environment - Future City and Neighbourhoods  

ATTACHMENTS 

1  Draft Compliance and Enforcement Policy (with post-exhibition changes shown in mark-up format) 
  
 

BACKGROUND 

As a regulator Council is obliged to properly deal with allegations about unlawful activities. These 
regulatory functions include planning, building and construction, environmental and public health, safety, 
car parking and transport, companion animal management, animal management, and public and natural 
area regulation. They include activities that are prohibited or unauthorised or contrary to the terms of a 
consent or approval. A failure to properly deal with allegations and compliance can have adverse 
outcomes for the community and also expose Council to liability and subsequent litigation expenses. 
 
In late 2015 the NSW Ombudsman issued Enforcement Guidelines and a Model Policy for Councils. The 
draft Policy has been tailored to meet these requirements. The Policy provides structure for consistency 
and transparency in decision-making regarding compliance and enforcement issues and facilitates a 
proportional approach to compliance and enforcement based on risk and impact. The Policy outlines 
matters for consideration through the various stages of the process from receipt of unlawful activity 
complaints through to the types of enforcement actions that can be considered. 
 
The existing Compliance and Enforcement Policy was adopted by Council in November 2013. The 
review of the Policy satisfies statutory requirements and was previously reported to Council in July 2017 
at which time Council resolved to place the Draft Policy on Public exhibition for 28 days. Following this 
exhibition Council was briefed on 5 February 2018, on submissions received. 

PROPOSAL 

The key changes to the Policy include: 
 
 The title has been changed to include both compliance and enforcement; 
 It has been updated to reflect the principles of the NSW Ombudsman‘s Guidelines and Model 

Policy for Councils; 
 The Private Principal Certifying Authority (PCA) Complaint Policy has been incorporated into the 

Compliance and Enforcement Policy in line with the  Ombudsman’s guidelines;   

 The Policy proposes a proportionate approach to enforcement and compliance management 
based on the level of risk in regard the unlawful activity and the resources available;  
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 The Policy now includes those lower risk amenity type issues such as air, water and noise pollution 
and overgrown land as well as minor construction compliance. 

CONSULTATION AND COMMUNICATION 

The draft Policy was publically exhibited during 2017 and comments were received from three (3) 
members of the public as well as from NSW EPA, staff and Councillors. Submissions and comments 
received are summarised below, together with staff comments regarding the issues identified. 

Submission Issue and Staff Response 

Community 
Member 

Increase regulatory efforts in regards to air, water and noise complaints and other minor 
amenity type issues and increase customer feedback and communications regarding 
regulatory actions. 

Staff Comment: Amenity issues have been included in the proposed Policy, and the 
Policy will not commence until 1 July 2018 to enable communication, and customer 
information and awareness raising materials to be revised, developed and 
implemented. 

Community 
Member 

Increase regulatory effort in regard Private Certifier complaints and increase regulatory 
and compliance efforts and the risk rating of waterway and stormwater pollution.   

Staff Comment:  Private Certifier complaints have been included in the Policy as 
recommended by the Ombudsman. Council’s role with developments involving Private 
Certifiers has been clarified. The complainant will be advised to contact the Private 
Certifier in the first instance (this gives the Private Certifier an opportunity to take 
action). Should the Private Certifier fail to use their enforcement powers or address the 
issue within a reasonable timeframe, Council will investigate the matter. In regards to 
environmental issues, Council’s powers as the appropriate regulatory authority will be 
used as necessary.  

Community 
Member 

Increase regulatory efforts in regards amenity type issues, particularly noise pollution. 

Staff Comment: Amenity issues including residential type noise pollution issues have 
been included in the proposed Policy. 

NSW EPA Minor style and administrative changes such as clarification of the objectives and 
regulatory roles and the risk based approach as well as inclusion of additional 
enforcement tools such as official cautions / warnings and updating community 
awareness raising materials via Web site etc were identified. 

Staff Comment: Minor administrative changes have been made to the Policy to clarify 
objectives and to remove duplication and repetition. The review and development of 
guidelines, checklists and awareness raising materials is proposed. 

Internal Legal Minor administrative changes to clarify background, objectives & purpose, using 
awareness raising as a compliance activity, removing duplications, increasing linkages 
to the key principles, develop supporting procedures, recognising impacts on Customer 
Service functions in regard to high volume / low risk issues & increasing linkages 
between enforcement & the Code of Conduct. 

Staff Comment: Minor administrative changes have been made to the Policy to clarify 
objectives and to remove duplication and repetition. The Policy is not proposed to 
commence until 1 July 2018 to allow for the development of internal process changes 
and liaison with Customer Services and to develop awareness raising materials to 
support the commencement of the Policy. 
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Submission Issue and Staff Response 

Councillors Include additional enforcement tools such as official cautions / warnings and develop 
associated Guidelines for staff updating community awareness raising materials via 
Web site etc. 

 That resources for compliance monitoring and enforcement are finite and limited. 

Staff Comment: The Policy is not proposed to commence until 1 July 2018. This 
provides opportunity to review internal processes and to develop Guidelines to support 
the issue of formal cautions / warnings, as well as to allow for the development of 
general awareness raising materials to support the Policy. 

The demand for compliance and enforcement activities does exceed resources 
currently. The development of awareness raising materials, improvement in processes 
and the recruitment of a number of current vacancies to assist in dealing particularly 
with the amenity type customer complaints, will improve the situation. It is important to 
note however, that the response to those lower risk and lesser impact type requests will 
be proportionate to the resources available at that time.  

PLANNING AND POLICY IMPACT 

This report contributes to the delivery of Wollongong 2022 goal 1 “We value and protect our 
environment” – 1.1.2 Impacts from development on the environment are assessed, monitored and 
mitigated” and goal 5 “We are a healthy community in a liveable City” – 5.3.1 Promote and enforce 
compliance, develop and implement public health amenity and safety regulatory Programs and assist in 
improving compliance and legislative requirements. 

It specifically delivers on core business activities as detailed in the Regulatory Control - Service Plan 
2017-18. 

The impact of alleged unlawful activity remains a key consideration for Council. The main impact of the 
Policy will, as stated above, likely relate to those low risk and impact customer concerns about unlawful 
activity. Significant administrative changes to Council’s internal processes will be required to manage the 
impact of the Policy changes in this area. For example: processes and forms / checklists will need to be 
revised and developed. Standard letters for use for the initial response to these low risk and impact 
concerns will also need to be developed. Web based information will need to be revised and updated, 
and Guidelines regarding the application of enforcement tools such as formal warnings or cautions will 
also need to be developed. The Policy is proposed to commence 1 July 2018 to enable the development 
and implementation of these additional guidelines and procedures. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

The inclusion in the Policy of low risk amenity type compliance issues as described above, will have an 
impact on resources.  The administrative changes described above and changes to Customer Service 
and internal processes, will go some way to address the increased volume of complaints.  In addition 
existing vacancies due to resignations and retirements in the Division, will be re-designed to ensure that 
resource levels are optimised in addressing the likely increase in compliance demand. 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed Compliance and Enforcement Policy reinforces Council’s commitment to promote high 
level customer service, fairness, integrity and good public administration in the investigation of 
community complaints.  The inclusion of air, water and noise and other lower impact amenity concerns 
satisfies Council obligation to properly record and consider all reports and requests regarding unlawful 
activity.  Failure to deal adequately with such reports or requests can increase Council’s risk exposure.  
Such failure may also undermine Council’s role as a regulator, it’s approvals and conditions of consent 
and ultimately influence the role of Council in the community. 
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The Policy has been developed to ensure that matters involving unlawful activity are addressed 
promptly, consistently and effectively.  The application of the Policy is a function of staff under specific 
delegation from the General Manager and Council’s Delegation Register has also been recently 
reviewed.  
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